**Goal:** To navigate in the *Dynamic Teaching Package*

The steps show how to navigate through the *Dynamic Classroom* and the *Answer Presentation Tool*.

1. Start the *Dynamic Teaching Package* with a web browser or interactive white board.

   Two options are available: the *Dynamic Classroom* and the *Answer Presentation Tool*. Click **Dynamic Classroom**.

2. The screen is split into two frames. The left frame lists several menu items which allow you to navigate through the *Dynamic Classroom*. Choose a grade, chapter, and section from the left frame.

   Click **Grade 6**. Then click **Chapter 4**. Finally, click **4.3 Comparing and Ordering Fractions, Decimals, and Percents**.

   - **Lists the textbook**
   - **Lists Chapter Opener, Sections, and Study Help of a chapter**
3. The right frame displays the *Big Ideas Math* Pupil Edition and the left frame provides links to additional resources.

In the *Chapter Openers*, *Sections*, and *Study Helps*, the left frame will display links marked with yellow and red stars. Each link will display the listed information in a new window.

4. Return to the main menu by clicking **Main**.

Click here to return to the main menu shown in Step 2.

5. Close the *Dynamic Classroom*.
Return to the *Dynamic Teaching Package* as shown in Step 1. Click **Answer Presentation Tool**. Select a grade, chapter, section, and exercises to view solutions.

Select Grade 6, Chapter 7, and Section 3 – exercises. Type in exercise numbers “10-20.” Click **Show Answers**.

On Your Own: Follow the steps to display a **Study Help** in the *Dynamic Teaching Package*.
- Start the *Dynamic Teaching Package*.
- Display the **Study Help** from Chapter 6 of Grade 7.
Goal: To show features of the Dynamic Classroom

1. Start the Dynamic Classroom. Click Grade 6. Then click Chapter 2: Multiplying and Dividing Fractions. Finally click 2.2 Multiplying Fractions and Whole Numbers.

   In the left frame, there are links represented with yellow and red stars. When you click a link with a yellow star, a new window will appear. Click Warmup 1 (with answers).

   When a link includes “(with answers),” you can view the answers in the same window by clicking near the exercises as shown below.

   Notice there are links for several features from the pupil and teaching editions of the textbook.

2. Close the Warmup 1 window.
Each window can be resized to increase or decrease text and graphic sizes. Click **On Your Own 5-6 (with answers)**. Click and drag any corner of the window to resize.

Close the **On Your Own** window.

In the left frame, when you click a link with a red star, an interactive window will appear. Each interactive manipulative in the *Dynamic Classroom* has unique qualities and levels of interactivity.

Click **Interactive Fraction Bars**. The Fraction Bars manipulative allows you to divide a fraction bar into $\frac{1}{2}$, $\frac{1}{3}$, $\frac{1}{4}$, $\frac{1}{5}$, and $\frac{1}{10}$ sections. You can enter fractions below the bar and move the shaded area to represent fractions on the bar.
Close the Interactive Fraction Bar window.

You can display as many windows as you need when presenting material to students.

Click Extra Example 1, Mini-Assessment (with answer), and Closure 2 (with answer).

Close the windows and exit the Dynamic Classroom.
On Your Own: You can view and print pages from the Record and Practice Journal. The Record and Practice Journal is a print supplement that accompanies the pupil edition. The print supplement is available through the Dynamic Classroom.

- Start the Dynamic Classroom.
- Click Grade 6.
- Click Chapter 2: Multiplying and Dividing Fractions.
- Click 2.2 Multiplying Fractions and Whole Numbers.
- Click Record and Practice Journal.
- Print pages 30 and 32.
- Close the Record and Practice Journal.
- Close the Dynamic Classroom.
Goal: To show features of the Answer Presentation Tool

The Answer Presentation Tool allows you to view the solution as well as the worked-out solution to any exercise in the text.

1. Start the Answer Presentation Tool.

2. Select a grade, chapter, section, and exercises. Select grade 6, chapter 7, and Section 3 – exercises. Type in exercise numbers “10-20.” Click Show Answers.
To view a worked out solution, click on the exercise number to see the worked-out solution. You can view more than one worked-out solution at a time.

Click exercise numbers 11 and 12.

**On Your Own:** View the worked-out solutions to a standardized test practice.
- Start the Answer Presentation Tool.
- Select grade 6, chapter 7, and section Standardized Test Practice. Type in exercises “1-20.” Click Show Answers.
- Click each answer to view the worked-out solutions.
- Close the Answer Presentation Tool.